Population protocols are a formal model of sensor networks consisting of identical mobile devices. Two devices can interact and thereby change their states. Computations are infinite sequences of interactions in which the interacting devices are chosen uniformly at random.
Introduction
Population protocols are a model of distributed computation in which agents with very limited computational resources randomly interact in pairs to perform computational tasks [3, 4] . They have been used as an abstract model of wireless networks, chemical reactions, and gene regulatory networks, and it has been shown that they can be implemented at molecular level (see, e.g., [22, 20, 10, 19] ).
Population protocols compute by reaching a stable consensus in which all agents agree on a common output (typically a Boolean value). The output depends on the distribution of the initial states of the agents, called the initial configuration, and so a protocol computes a predicate that assigns a Boolean value to each initial configuration. For example, a protocol in which all agents start in the same state computes the predicate x ≥ c if the agents agree to output 1 when there are at least c of them, and otherwise agree to output 0. A protocol with two initial states computes the majority predicate x ≥ y if the agents agree to output 1 exactly when the initial number of agents in the first state is greater than or equal to the initial number of agents in the second state.
In previous work, some authors have studied the automatic verification of population protocols. Since a protocol has a finite state space for each initial configuration, model checking algorithms can be used to verify that the protocol behaves correctly for a finite number of initial configurations. However, this technique cannot prove that the protocol is correct for every configuration. In [15] it was shown that the problem of deciding whether a protocol computes some predicate, and the problem of deciding whether it computes a given predicate, are both decidable and at least as hard as the reachability problem for Petri nets.
In practice, protocols should not only correctly compute a predicate, but also do it fast. The most studied quantitative measure is the expected number of pairwise interactions needed to reach a stable consensus. The measure is defined for the stoichiometric model in which the pair of agents of the next interaction are picked uniformly at random. A derived measure is the parallel time, defined as the number of interactions divided by the number of agents. The first paper on population protocols already showed that every predicate can be computed by a protocol with expected total number of interactions O(n 2 log n), where n is the number of agents [3, 4] . Since then, there has been considerable interest in obtaining upper and lower bounds on the number of interactions for some fundamental tasks, like leader election and majority, and there is also much work on finding trade-offs between the speed of a protocol and its number of states (see, e.g., [13, 1, 6 ] and the references therein). However, none of these works addresses the verification [9] problem: given a protocol, determine its expected number of interactions.
As in the qualitative case, probabilistic model checkers can be used to compute the expected number of interactions for a given configuration. Indeed, in this case the behaviour of the protocol is captured by a finite-state Markov chain, and the expected number of interactions can be computed as the expected number of steps until a bottom strongly connected component of the chain is reached. This was the path followed in [11] , using the PRISM probabilistic model checker. However, as in the functional case, this technique cannot give a bound valid for every configuration. This paper presents the first algorithm for the automatic computation of an upper bound on the expected number of interactions. The algorithm takes advantage of the hierarchical structure of population protocols where an initial configuration reaches a stable consensus by passing through finitely many "stages". Entering a next stage corresponds to entering a configuration where some behavioral restrictions become permanent (for example, some interactions become permanently disabled, certain states will never be populated again, etc.). The algorithm automatically identifies such stages and computes a finite acyclic stage graph representing the protocol evolution. If all bottom stages of the graph correspond to stabilized configurations, the algorithm proceeds by deriving bounds for the expected number of interactions to move from one stage to the next, and computes a bound for the expected number of interactions by taking an "asymptotic maximum" of these bounds. In unsuitable cases, the resulting upper bound can be higher than the actual expected number of interactions. We report on an implementation of the algorithm and its application to case studies.
Related work.
To the best of our knowledge, we present the first algorithm for the automatic quantitative verification of population protocols. In fact, even for sequential randomized programs, the automatic computation of the expected time is little studied. After the seminal work of Flajolet et al. in [16] , there is recent work by Kaminski et al. [18] on the computation of expected runtimes using weakest preconditions, by Chatterje et al. on the automated analysis of recurrence relations for expected time [9] , by Van Chan Ngo et al. [21] on the automated computation of bounded expectations using amortized resource analysis, and by Batz et al. [5, 21] on the computation of sampling times for Bayesian networks. These works are either not targeted to distributed systems like population protocols, or do not provide the same degree of automation as ours.
Structure of the paper. In Section 2, we introduce population protocols and a simple modal logic to reason about their behaviours. In Section 3, we introduce stage graphs and explain how they allow to prove upper bounds on the expected number of interactions of population protocols. We then give a dedicated algorithm for the computation of stage graphs in Section 4, analyze the bounds derived by this algorithm in Section 5, and report on experimental results in Section 6. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.
Population protocols
In this section, we introduce population protocols and their semantics. We assume familiarity with basic notions of probability theory, such as probability space, random variables, expected value, etc. When we say that some event happens almost surely, we mean that the probability of the event is equal to one. We use N to denote the set of non-negative integers.
A population consists of n agents with states from a finite set Q = {A, B, . . .} interacting according to a directed interaction graph G (without self-loops) over the agents. The interaction proceeds in a sequence of steps, where in each step an edge of the interaction graph is selected uniformly at random, and the states (A, B) of the two chosen agents are updated according to a transition function containing rules of the form (C, D) → (E, F ). We assume that for each pair of states (C, D), there is at least one rule (C, D) → (E, F ). If there are several rules with the same left-hand side, then one is selected uniformly at random. The unique agent identifiers are not known to the agents and not used by the protocol.
Usually, G is considered as a complete graph, and this assumption is adopted also in this work. Since the agent identifiers are hidden and G is complete, a population is fully determined by the number of agents in each state. Formally, a configuration is a vector C ∈ N Q , where C(A) is the number of agents in state A. For every A ∈ Q, we use 1 A to denote the vector satisfying 1 A (A) = 1 and 1 A (B) = 0 for all B = A. Note that there is no difference between transitions (A, B) → (C, D) and (A, B) → (D, C), because both of them update a given configuration in the same way.
Most of the population protocols studied for complete interaction graphs have a symmetric transition function where pairs (A, B) and (B, A) are updated in the same way. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our attention to symmetric protocols.
4 Then, the transitions can be written simply as AB → CD, because the ordering of states before/after the → symbol is irrelevant. Formally, AB and CD are understood as elements of Q 2 , i.e., multisets over Q with precisely two elements.
Definition 1.
A population protocol is a tuple P = (Q, T, Σ, I, O) where Q is a non-empty finite set of states; T : Q 2 × Q 2 is a total transition relation; Σ is a non-empty finite input alphabet, I : Σ → Q is the input function mapping input symbols to states, O : Q → {0, 1} is the output function. We write AB → CD to indicate that (AB, CD) ∈ T . When defining the set T , we usually specify the outgoing transitions only for some subset of Q 2 . For the other pairs AB, there (implicitly) exists a single idle transition AB → AB. We also write I(Σ) to denote the set {q ∈ Q | q = I(σ) for some σ ∈ Σ}.
Executing population protocols
The probability of executing a transition AB → CD enabled in C is defined by
where n is the size of C. Note that 2 · C(A) · C(B) is the number of directed edges connecting agents in states A and B (when A = B), and n 2 − n is the total number of directed edges in a complete directed graph without self-loops with n vertices. If a pair of agents in states A and B is selected, one of the outgoing transitions of AB is chosen uniformly at random.
We write C → C to indicate that C is obtained from C by firing some transition, and we use P[C → C ] to denote the probability of executing a transition enabled in C producing C . Note that there can be several transitions enabled in C producing C , and P[C → C ] is the total probability of executing some of them.
An execution initiated in a given configuration C is a finite sequence C 0 , . . . , C of configurations such that ∈ N, C 0 = C, and C i → C i+1 for all i < . A configuration C is reachable from a configuration C if there is an execution initiated in C ending in C . A run is an infinite sequence of configurations ω = C 0 , C 1 , . . . such that every finite prefix of ω is an execution. The configuration C i of a run ω is also denoted by ω i . For a given execution C 0 , . . . , C , we use Run(C 0 , . . . , C ) to denote the set of all runs starting with C 0 , . . . , C .
For every configuration C, we define the probability space (Run(C), F, P C ), where F is the σ-algebra generated by all Run(C 0 , . . . , C ) such that C 0 , . . . , C is an execution initiated in C, and P C is the unique probability measure satisfying
A simple modal logic for population protocols
To specify properties of configurations, we use a qualitative variant of the branching-time logic EF. Let AP P = Q ∪ {A! | A ∈ Q such that there is a non-idle transition AA → BC}.
in a given configuration.
The formulae of our qualitative logic are constructed in the following way, where a ranges over AP P ∪ {Out 0 , Out 1 }:
The semantics is defined inductively:
Note that C |= ϕ iff all configurations reachable from C satisfy ϕ, and C |= ♦ϕ iff a run initiated in C visits a configuration satisfying ϕ almost surely (i.e., with probability one). We also use tt, ff, and other propositional connectives whose semantics is defined in the standard way. Furthermore, we occasionally interpret a given set of configurations B as a formula where C |= B iff C ∈ B.
For every formula ϕ, we define a random variable Steps ϕ assigning to every run C 0 , C 1 , . . . either the least ∈ N such that C |= ϕ, or ∞ if there is no such . For a given configuration C, we use E C [Steps ϕ ] to denote the expected value of Steps ϕ in the probability space (Run(C), F, P C ).
Computable predicates, interaction complexity
Every input X ∈ N Σ is mapped to the configuration C X such that
An initial configuration is a configuration of the form C X where X is an input. A configuration C is stable if C |= Stable, where Stable ≡ ( Out 0 ) ∨ ( Out 1 ). We say that a protocol P terminates if C |= ♦Stable for every initial configuration C. A protocol P computes a unary predicate Λ on inputs if it terminates and every stable configuration C reachable from an initial configuration C X satisfies C |= Out x , where x is either 1 or 0 depending on whether X satisfies Λ or not, respectively. The interaction complexity of P is a function InterComplexity P assigning to every n ≥ 1 the maximal E C [Steps Stable ], where C ranges over all initial configurations of size n. Since several interactions may be running in parallel, the time complexity of P is defined as InterComplexity P (n) divided by n. Hence, asymptotic bounds on interaction complexity immediately induce the corresponding bounds on time complexity.
Running examples
A well-studied predicate for population protocols is majority. Here, Σ = {A, B}, I(A) = A, I(B) = B, and the protocol computes whether there are at least as many agents in state B as there are in state A. As running examples, we use two different protocols for computing majority, taken from [14] and [17] . 
3

Stages of population protocols
Most of the existing population protocols are designed so that each initial configuration passes through finitely many "stages" before reaching a stable configuration. Entering a next stage corresponds to performing some additional non-reversible changes in the structure of configurations. Hence, the transition relation between stages is acyclic, and each configuration in a non-terminal stage eventually enters one of the successor stages with probability one. This intuition is formalized in our next definition. An asymptotic upper bound for ReachTerminal G can be obtained by developing an asymptotic upper bound for all ReachNext S , where S ∈ S. Even though such a bound on ReachTerminal G depends on |S|, the latter is a constant since it is independent from the number of agents. Therefore, the following holds: 
Observe that if every terminal stage S satisfies [[S]]
⊆ Stable, then InterComplexity P ≤ ReachTerminal G (pointwise). Thus, we obtain the following:
An example of a stage graph
In this section, we give an example of a stage graph G for the majority protocol P of Example 3, and we show how to analyze the interaction complexity of P using G.
The stage graph G of Fig. 1 is a simplified version of the stage graph computed by the algorithm of the forthcoming Section 4. Intuitively, the hierarchy of stages corresponds to "disabling more and more states" along runs initiated in initial configurations. Hence, C 0 almost surely reaches a configuration C where A or B (or both of them) disappear. Note that if, e.g., C(A) = 0 and C(B) > 0, then this property is "permanent", i.e., every successor C of C also satisfies C (A) = 0 and C (B) > 0. Thus, we obtain the stages S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 . Observe that if A and B disappear simultaneously (which happens iff the initial configuration C 0 satisfies C 0 (A) = C 0 (B)), then the configuration C will contain at least one copy of C which cannot be removed.
In Let
be an initial configuration of size n, and let C be a configuration reachable from C 0 such that m = min{C(A), C(B)} > 0. The probability of firing AB → bC stays larger than m 2 /n 2 in all configurations reached from C by executing a finite sequence of transitions different from AB → bC. This means that AB → bC is fired after at most n 2 /m trials on average. Since min{C 0 (A), C 0 (B)} ≤ n/2, we obtain
Here, H n,2 is the n-th Harmonic number of order 2. As lim n→∞ H n,2 = c < ∞, we have that
] be a configuration of size n. We need to fire the transition AC → Aa repeatedly until all C's disappear. Let C be a configuration reachable from C such that C (C) = m. Since C |= (A ∧ ¬B), we have that C (A) > 0, and hence the probability of firing AC → Aa in C is at least m/n 2 . Thus, we obtain
Here H n denotes the n-th Harmonic number (of order 1). Since lim n→∞ H n = c · log(n) where c is a constant, we get n 2 · H n ∈ O(n 2 log(n)). Similarly, we can show that ReachNext Si (n) ∈ O(n 2 log(n)) for every stage S i of the considered stage graph. Since all configurations associated to terminal stages are stable, we can apply Lemma 6 and conclude that InterComplexity P ∈ O(n 2 log(n)). Let us note that the algorithm of the forthcoming Section 4 can derive this result fully automatically in less than a second.
Computing a stage graph
In this section, we give an algorithm computing a stage graph for a given population protocol. Intuitively, the algorithm tries to identify a subset of transitions which will be simultaneously and permanently disabled in the future with probability one, and also performs a kind of "case analysis" how this can happen. The resulting stage graph admits computing an upper asymptotic bounds on ReachNext S for every stage S, which allows to compute an asymptotic upper bound on the interaction complexity of the protocol by applying Lemma 6. For the rest of this section, we fix a population protocol
where Dom(ν) is the domain of ν. Slightly abusing our notation, we also denote by ν the propositional formula
Hence, by writing C |= ν we mean that C satisfies the above formula. For every transition head AB ∈ Q 2 , let ξ AB be either the formula ¬A ∨ ¬B or the formula ¬A ∨ A!, depending on whether A = B or A = B, respectively. Hence, the formulae ξ AB and ¬ξ AB say that all transitions of the form AB → CD are disabled and enabled, respectively. For a given set T ⊆ Q 2 , consider the propositional formula Ψ T ≡ AB∈T ξ AB . To simplify our notation, we write just T instead of Ψ T , i.e., C |= T iff all transitions specified by T are disabled in C.
Definition 7. Let P = (Q, T, Σ, I, O) be a population protocol. A P-stage is a triple S = (Φ, π, T ) where Φ is a propositional formula over AP P , π is a valuation, called the persistent valuation, T ⊆ Q 2 is a set of transition heads, called the permanently disabled transition heads.
Our algorithm computes a stage graph for P gradually by adding more and more P-stages. It starts by inserting the initial P-stage S 0 = (Φ, ∅, ∅), where
¬A .
Note that [[S 0 ]] is precisely the set of all initial configurations (the empty conjunction is interpreted as true). Then, the algorithm picks an unprocessed P-stage in the part of the stage graph constructed so far, and computes its immediate successors. This goes on until all P-stages become either internal or terminal. Since the total number of constructed P-stages can be exponential in the size of P, the worst-case complexity of our algorithm is exponential. However, as we shall see in Section 6, protocols with hundreds of states and transitions can be successfully analyzed even by our prototype implementation.
Let S = (Φ, π, T ) be a non-terminal P-stage, and let AP S ⊆ AP P be the set of all atomic propositions appearing in the formula Φ. The successor P-stages of S are constructed as follows. First, the algorithm computes the set Val S consisting of all valuations ν with domain AP S such that ν satisfies Φ when the latter is interpreted over AP S . Intuitively, this corresponds to dividing [[S]] into disjoint "subcases" determined by different ν's (as we shall see, Φ always implies the formula π ∧ T , so ν cannot be in conflict with the information represented by π and T ; furthermore, we have Dom(π) ⊆ Dom(ν)). Then, for each ν ∈ Val S , a P-stage S ν is constructed, and S ν may or may not become a successor of S. If none of these S ν becomes a successor of S, then S is declared as terminal.
Let us fix some ν ∈ Val S . In the rest of this section, we show how to compute the P-stage S ν = (Φ ν , π ν , T ν ), and how to determine whether or not S ν becomes a successor of S. An explicit pseudocode for constructing S ν is given in in the appendix.
Computing the valuation π ν
The valuation π ν is obtained by extending π with the "permanent part" of ν. Intuitively, we try to identify A ∈ Q such that ν(A) = tt (or ν(A) = ff) and all transitions containing A on the left-hand (or the right-hand) side are permanently disabled. Furthermore, we also try to identify A ∈ Q such that ν(A!) = tt and the number of A's cannot change by firing transitions which are not permanently disabled. Technically, this is achieved by a simple fixed-point computation guaranteed to terminate quickly. The details are given in the appendix.
Computing the set T ν and the formula Φ ν
In some cases, the constructed persistent valuation π ν already guarantees that a configuration satisfying π ν ∧ T is stable or cannot evolve (fire non-idle transitions) any further. Then, we in fact identified a subset of configurations belonging to [[S]] which does not require any further analysis. Hence, we put T ν = T , Φ ν = π ν , and the configuration S ν becomes a successor P-stage of S declared as terminal.
Formally, we say that (π ν , T ) is stable if there is x ∈ {0, 1} such that for all states A ∈ Q where π ν (A) = tt or A ∈ Dom(π ν ) we have that Out(A) = x, and for every transition CD → EF where Out(E) = x or Out(F ) = x, the formula (π ν ∧ T ) ⇒ ξ CD is a propositional tautology. Furthermore, we say that (π ν , T ) is dead if it is not stable and for every non-idle transition CD → EF we have that the formula (π ν ∧ T ) ⇒ ξ CD is a propositional tautology. If S ν is not stable or dead, we use π ν and T to compute the transformation graph G ν , and then analyze G ν to determine T ν and Φ ν .
The transformation graph
The vertices of the transformation graph G ν are the states which have not yet been permanently disabled according to π ν , and the edges are determined by a set of transitions whose heads have not yet been permanently disabled according to π ν and T . Formally, we put G ν = (V, → ) where the set of vertices V consists of all A ∈ Q such that either A ∈ Dom(π ν ) or π ν (A) = tt, and the set of edges is determined as follows: Let AB → CD be a non-idle transition such that (π ν ∧ T ) ⇒ ξ AB is not a tautology.
If Since both A and B can disappear in the future, and both a and b can become populated, the "permanent part" of ν, i.e., the valuation π ν , has the empty domain. The transformation graph G ν is shown in Fig. 2 (left) .
Consider now the majority protocol of Example 3 with initial stage (Φ, ∅, ∅) (where Φ says there are only A's and B's), and a valuation ν which sets to tt precisely the variables A and B. The domain of π ν is again the empty set, and the transformation graph G ν is shown in Fig. 2 (right) .
A key observation about transformation graphs is that all transitions generating edges connecting two different strongly connected components (SCCs) of G ν become simultaneously disabled in the future almost surely. More precisely, let Exp ν be the set of all AB ∈ Q 2 such that there exists a transition AB → CD generating an edge of G ν connecting two different SCCs of G ν . We have the following: Lemma 9. Let G ν be a transformation graph, and let C be a configuration such that
However, there is a subtle problem. When the transitions specified by Exp ν become simultaneously disabled for the first time, they may be disabled only temporarily, i.e., C does not have to satisfy the formula (Exp ν ⇒ Exp ν ). As we shall see in Section 5, it is relatively easy to obtain an upper bound on the expected number of transitions needed to visit a configuration satisfying Exp ν . However, it is harder to give an upper bound on the expected number of transitions needed to reach a configuration satisfying Exp ν (i.e., entering the next stage) unless C |= (Exp ν ⇒ Exp ν ). This difficulty is addressed in the next section.
Example 10. We continue with Example 8. For the transformation graph of Fig. 2 (left) , we have Exp ν = {AB}. For the transformation graph of Fig. 2 (right) , we have Exp ν = {AB, AC, BC}. Hence, according to Lemma 9, every initial configuration of the majority protocol of Example 2 almost surely reaches a configuration satisfying ¬A ∨ ¬B, and every initial configuration of the majority protocol of Example 3 almost surely reaches a configuration satisfying (¬A ∨ ¬B) ∧ (¬A ∨ ¬C) ∧ (¬B ∨ ¬C). Furthermore, in both cases C |= (Exp ν ⇒ Exp ν ) for every initial configuration C.
Computing T ν and Φ ν : Case Exp ν = ∅
Let Γ ν ≡ ν ∧ π ν ∧ T , and let C be a configuration satisfying Γ ν . A natural idea to construct T ν is to enrich T by Exp ν . However, Exp ν can be empty, i.e., the transformation graph G ν may consist just of disconnected SCCs. For this reason we first consider the case where Exp ν is nonempty.
Computing T ν . As discussed in Section 4.2.1, the fact that C |= ♦ Exp ν does not necessarily imply C |= (Exp ν ⇒ Exp ν ) complicates the interaction complexity analysis. Therefore, after computing Exp ν we try to compute a non-empty subset J ν ⊆ Exp ν such that C |= (J ν ⇒ J ν ) for all configurations C satisfying Γ ν . If we succeed, we put T ν = T ∪ J ν . Otherwise, T ν = T ∪ Exp ν . Intuitively, the set J ν is the largest subset M of Exp ν such that every element of M can be re-enabled only by firing a transition which has been identified as permanently disabled. This again leads to a simple fixed-point computation, which is detailed in the appendix.
A proof of the next lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 11. For every configuration C such that C |= Γ ν we have that (a) C |=
Computing Φ ν . We say that a configuration C is S ν -entering if C |= π ν ∧ T ν and there is an execution C 0 , . . . , C such that C 0 |= Γ ν , C = C, and C j |= π ν ∧ T ν for all j < . An immediate consequence of Lemma 11 is the following:
Lemma 12. Almost all runs initiated in a configuration satisfying Γ ν visit an S ν -entering configuration.
The formula Φ ν specifies the properties of S ν -entering configurations. The formula Φ ν always implies π ν ∧ T ν , but it can also be more detailed if J ν = ∅. More precisely, we say that J ν is ν-disabled if J ν = ∅ and for all AB ∈ J ν we have that ν ⇒ ξ AB is a propositional tautology (i.e., all transitions specified by J ν are disabled in all configurations satisfying ν). Similarly, J ν is ν-enabled if J ν = ∅ and there exists AB ∈ J ν such that ν ⇒ ¬ξ AB is a tautology (i.e., some transition specified by J ν is enabled in all configurations satisfying ν).
Observe that if J ν is ν-disabled, then all transitions specified by J ν are simultaneously disabled in every configuration C satisfying Γ ν . Hence, all S ν -entering configurations satisfy Γ ν (see Lemma 11 (b) ). Now suppose that J ν is ν-enabled, and let Q ν be the set of all A ∈ Q such that AB ∈ J ν for some B ∈ Q. Since for every configuration C satisfying Γ ν there is a transition specified by J ν enabled in C, the last transition executed before visiting an S ν -entering configuration must be a transition "transforming" some A ∈ Q ν , i.e., a transition of the form AB → CD generating an edge A → C of G ν . Let K ν be the set of all right-hand sides of all such transitions. The formula Φ ν is defined as follows:
It is easy to check that every S ν -entering configuration satisfies the formula Φ ν . The constructed P-stage S ν = (Φ ν , π ν , T ν ) becomes a successor of the P-stage S.
Computing T ν and Φ ν : Case Exp ν = ∅.
In this case G ν is a collection of disconnected SCCs. We put T ν = T . In the rest of the section we show how to construct the formula Φ ν . We say that an edge A → B of G ν is stable if there is a transition AC → BD generating A → B such that π ν (C) = tt. Let I ν be the union of all non-bottom SCCs of the directed graph obtained from G ν by considering only the stable edges of G ν .
Lemma 13.
For every configuration C such that C |= Γ ν we have that C |= ♦ A∈Iν ¬A .
Similarly as above, we say that C is S ν -entering if C |= π ν ∧ T ν ∧ A∈Iν ¬A and there is an execution C 0 , . . . , C such that C 0 |= Γ ν , C = C, and C j does not satisfy the above formula for all j < .
Observe that if ν(A) = ff for all A ∈ I ν , then ν implies A∈Iν ¬A and hence every configuration C satisfying Γ ν is S ν -entering. Further, if ν(A) = tt for some A ∈ I ν , then the last transition executed before visiting an S ν -entering configuration is a transition EF → CD generating a stable edge E → C of G ν where E ∈ I ν and C ∈ I ν . Let L ν be the set of all right-hand sides of all such transitions. We put
We say that the constructed P-stage S ν = (Φ ν , π ν , T ν ) is redundant if there is a P-stage S = (Φ , π , T ) on the path from the initial stage S 0 to S such that π ν = π , T ν = T , and Φ implies Φ ν . The P-stage S ν becomes a successor of S iff S ν is not redundant. This ensures termination of the algorithm even for poorly designed population protocols.
Computing the interaction complexity
We show how to compute an upper asymptotic bounds on ReachNext S for every stage S in the stage graph constructed in Section 4. For the rest of this section, we fix a population protocol P = (Q, T, Σ, I, O), a P-stage S = (Φ, π, T ), and its successor S ν = (Φ ν , π ν , T ν ). Recall the formula Γ ν , the graph G ν = (V, → ), and the sets Exp ν , J ν defined in Section 4. We show how to compute an asymptotic upper bound on the function Reach S,Sν that assigns to every n ≥ 1 the maximal E C [Steps Enter(Sν ) ], where Enter(S ν ) is a fresh atomic proposition satisfied precisely by all S ν -entering configurations, and C ranges over all configurations of size n satisfying Γ ν (if there is no such configuration of size n, we put Reach S,Sν (n) = 0). Observe that max Sν {Reach S,Sν }, where S ν ranges over all successor stages of S, is then an asymptotic upper bound on ReachNext S .
Let us note that if P terminates, then InterComplexity P ∈ 2 2 O(n) . This trivial bound follows by observing that the number of all configurations of size n is 2 O(n) , and the probability of reaching a stable configuration in 2 O(n) transitions is 2 −2 o(n) ; this immediately implies the mentioned upper bound on InterComplexity P . As we shall see, the worst asymptotic bound on Reach S,Sν is 2 O(n) , and in many cases, our results allow to derive even a polynomial upper bound on Reach S,Sν .
Recall that if (π ν , T ) is stable or dead, we have that Reach S,Sν (n) = 0 for all n ∈ N (in this case, we define S ν -entering configurations are the configurations satisfying (π ν ∧ T )). Now suppose (π ν , T ) is not stable or dead. Furthermore, let us first assume Exp ν = ∅. Then, the upper bound on Reach S,Sν is singly exponential in n.
Theorem 14. If Exp
Now assume Exp ν = ∅. Let U ⊆ Q be the set of all states appearing in some non-bottom SCC of G ν . We start with some auxiliary definitions. 
Theorem 17. If Exp
Computing an asymptotic upper bound on Reach S,Sν when Exp ν = ∅ and J ν = ∅ is more complicated. We show that a polynomial upper bound always exists, and that the degree of the polynomial is computable. However, our proof does not yield an efficient algorithm for computing/estimating the degree. 
Experimental results
We have implemented our approach as a tool 6 that takes a population protocol as input and follows the procedure of Section 4 to construct a stage graph together with an upper bound on InterComplexity P . Our tool is implemented in Python 3, and uses the SMT solver Microsoft Z3 [12] to test for tautologies and to obtain valid valuations. Table 1 Results of the experimental evaluation where |Q|, |T | and |S| correspond respectively to the number of states and transitions of the protocol, and the number of nodes of its stage graph.
We tested our implementation on multiple protocols drawn from the literature: a simple broadcast protocol [11] , the majority protocols of Example 2, Example 3 and [2], various flock-of-birds protocols [4, 11, 7] , a remainder protocol [8] and a threshold protocol [4] . Most of these protocols are parametric, i.e. they are a family of protocols depending on some parameters. For these protocols, we increased their parameters until reaching a timeout. In particular, for the logarithmic flock-of-birds protocol computing x ≥ c, we used thresholds of the form c = 2 i − 1 as they essentially consist the most complicated case of the protocol. All tests were performed on the same computer equipped with eight Intel® Core™ i5-8250U 1.60 GHz CPUs, 8 GB of memory and Ubuntu Linux 17.10 (64 bits). Each test had a timeout of 1000 seconds (∼16.67 minutes). The duration of each test was evaluated as the sum of the user time and sys time reported by the Python time library.
The results of the benchmarks are depicted in Table 1 , where the bound column refers to the derived upper bound on InterComplexity P . In particular, the tool derived exponential and n 2 · log n bounds for the protocols of Example 2 and Example 3 respectively. The generated trees across all instances grow in width but not much in height: the maximum height between the roots and the leaves varies between 2 and 5, and most nodes are leaves.
It is worth noting that the n 2 log n bounds obtained in Table 1 for the average-and-conquer and remainder protocols are tight with respect to the best known bounds [2, 4]. However, some of the obtained bounds are not tight, e.g. we report n 3 for the threshold protocol but an n 2 log n upper bound was shown in [4]. Moreover, it seems possible to decrease the n 3 bound to n 2 for the flocks-of-bird protocol of [4] . We are unsure of the precise bounds for the remaining protocols.
Conclusion
We have presented the first algorithm for quantitative verification of population protocols able to provide asymptotic bounds valid for any number of agents. The algorithm is able to compute good bounds for many of the protocols described in the literature. The algorithm is based on the notion of stage graph, a concept that can be of independent value. In particular, we think that stage graphs can be valuable for fault localization and perhaps even automatic repair of ill designed protocols.
An interesting question is whether our algorithm is "weakly complete", meaning that for every predicate there exists a protocol for which our algorithm can compute the exact time bound. We know that this is the case for protocols with leaders, and conjecture that the result extends to all protocols, but currently we do not have a proof.
Another venue for future research is the automatic computation of lower bounds. Here, while stage graphs will certainly be useful, they do not seem to be enough, and will have to be complemented with other techniques. Consider a subset M ⊆ Exp ν and a configuration C reachable from a configuration satisfying Γ ν and such that C |= M . Let C 0 , . . . , C be an execution initiated in C such that C i |= M for all i < , and some transition specified by M is re-enabled in C . Let AB → CD be the transition fired when moving from C −1 to C . Since C −1 |= M and firing AB → CD enables some transition specified by M in C , one of the following conditions holds:
The set J ν is the largest M ⊆ Exp ν such that, for every EF ∈ M , the following holds:
For every transition of the form AB → EF the formula (π ν ∧ T ∧ M ) ⇒ ξ AB is a propositional tautology. For every transition of the form AB → EG where G = F we have that
For every transition of the form AB → F G where
Observe that J ν is computable by a simple fixed-point algorithm.
B.3 A pseudocode for computing the stage S
An explicit pseudocode for constructing the stage S ν = (Φ ν , π ν , T ν ) is given in Algorithm 1. Proof. Recall the definition of I ν given in Section 4.2.3. Let C be a configuration of size n reachable from a configuration satisfying the formula Γ ν . Then there is a configuration C reachable from C in at most |Q| · n transitions such that C |= A∈Iν ¬A. The probability of firing a given transition in a given configuration is at least 1/n 2 , hence the probability of reaching such a C from C in at most |Q| · n transitions is 2 −O(n) . On average, we need to perform such an execution at most 2 O(n) times, which yields the 2 O(n) bound.
Algorithm 1: Computing the
P-stage S ν . input : S = (Φ, π, T ), an assignment ν ∈ Val S output : S ν = (Φ ν , π ν , T ν ). 1 compute π ν 2 if (π ν , T ) is stable or dead then 3 return (π ν , π ν , T ) 4 end 5 compute G ν 6 compute Exp ν 7 compute J ν 8 if Exp ν = ∅ then 9 if J ν = ∅ then 10 T ν := T ∪ J ν 11 if J ν is ν-disabled then 12 Φ ν := π ν ∧ T ν ∧ ν 13 else if J ν is ν-enabled then 14 compute the set K ν 15 Φ ν := π ν ∧ T ν ∧ CD∈Kν η(CD)
Theorem 17. If Exp
Proof. For every SCC of G ν , we define its distance inductively as follows: the distance of every bottom SCC is 0, and the distance of a non-bottom SCC is the maximal distance of its immediate successors plus 1. For all A ∈ Q, let w(A) be a non-negative integer defined by
where C ranges over all configurations of size n satisfying the formula Γ ν . Hence, it suffices to give an appropriate upper bound on
Let C be a configuration of size n reachable from a configuration satisfying the formula Γ ν . The potential of C is defined by α C = A∈Q w(A) · C(A). Clearly, 0 ≤ α C ≤ |Q| · n. Suppose that C fires a transition AC → BD and enters a configuration C . It follows immediately from the definition of G ν that α C ≤ α C . Further, α C < α C iff AC → BD generates an edge A → B of G such that A and B belong to different SCC's of G ν . Consequently, if α C = 0, then C |= Exp ν . We show that if C |= Exp ν , then the expected number of transitions fired before reaching a configuration C such that C |= Exp ν or α C < α C is bounded by c · n 2 , where c is a positive constant depending only of P. If S ν is fast, then this bound can be improved to c · (n 2 /α C ). Since α C ≤ |Q| · n, we immediately obtain that E C [Steps Exp ν ]
is O(n 3 ). If S ν is fast, this bound can be improved to |Q|·n k=1 c · (n 2 /k) = c · n 2 · H |Q|·n , where H i is the i-th Harmonic number. Since H i is Θ(log i), we obtain that E C [Steps Exp ν ] is O(n 2 · log(n)). So, let C be a configuration reachable from a configuration satisfying the formula Γ ν such that C |= Exp ν . The probability of firing a transition leading to a C such that either α C < α C or C |= Exp ν is at least c/n 2 , where c is a constant depending only on P. If S ν is fast, then this bound can be improved to c · (α C /n 2 ) where c is another constant depending only on P (this follows by observing that there is A ∈ U such that C(A) ≥ α C /|Q| 2 ). If this trial is unsuccessful, i.e., C executes a transition leading to a C such that α C = α C and C |= Exp ν , another independent trial is performed in C (the success probability is again at least c/n 2 , or at least c · (α C /n 2 ) if S ν is fast). Hence, on average, at most n 2 /c trials are needed to enter a configuration C such that α C < α C or C |= F ν . If S ν is fast, this bound can be improved to c · (n 2 /α C ), where c = 1/c . The case when S ν is very fast is handled similarly. For every configuration C reachable form a configuration satisfying Γ ν , we say that a given A ∈ V is active in C if there is a Note that if β C = 0, then C |= Exp ν . We show that if β C > 0, then the expected number of transition fired before reaching a configuration C such that β C < β C is O(n 2 ). This clearly suffices, because β C ≤ |Q| 2 . First, observe that there must be A, B ∈ Act C and a transition of the form AB → CD enabled in C. Since A, B ∈ Act C , the number of A's and B' can only decrease along all executions initiated in C (see Definition 16) , and the transition AB → CD can be fired at most min{C(A), C(B)} times. If C is a successor of C such that min{C (A), C (B)} = i, the probability of firing AB → CD in C is at least i 2 /(c · n 2 ) where c is the total number of transitions with the head AB. Since min{C(A), C(B)} ≤ n, the expected number of transition needed to enter a configuration C from C such that C (A) = 0 or C (B) = 0 is bounded by n i=1 (c · n 2 )/i 2 = c · n 2 · H n,2 ∈ O(n 2 ). It is easy to check that β C < β C , and we are done. Proof. Let C be a configuration of size n reachable from a configuration satisfying the formula Γ ν . By using the arguments of Theorem 17, we obtain that E C [Steps Exp ν ] is O(n 3 ). However, after reaching a configuration C such that C |= Exp ν , it may happen that the transitions specified by Exp ν are disabled only temporarily, i.e., it is still possible to reach a configuration C from C such that C |= Exp ν . First, we show that if such a C is reachable from C , then it is reachable in at most d transitions, where d is a constant depending only on P. This follows by observing that the set of configurations which can reach such a C is upward closed w.r.t. point-wise ordering, and hence there (effectively) exist finitely many minimal configurations with this property. Each of these minimal configurations can reach a configuration violating Exp ν in a constant number of transitions, and all larger configurations can perform the same sequence and thus reach a configuration violating Exp ν . Hence, the d can be chosen as the maximum of these finitely many (computable) constants.
A progress transition is a transition of the form AB → CD where AB ∈ Exp ν and AB → CD generates an edge of G ν connecting two different SCCs of G ν . Note that the total number of progress transitions fired along a run initiated in C is bounded by |Q| · n. Furthermore, the probability of executing a progress transition in at most d + 1 steps is bounded from below by n −2(d+1) . Hence, on average, we need to perform at most n 2(d+1)
executions of length d + 1 to fire a progress transition or reach a configuration satisfying Exp ν . This implies Reach S,Sν (n) is bounded by |Q| · n · n 2(d+1) · (d + 1), which is O(n c ) where c = 2d + 3. 
D Section 6 (Experimental results)
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